Dyslexia is a highly heritable learning disorder with a complex underlying genetic architecture. Over the past decade, researchers have pinpointed a number of candidate genes that may contribute to dyslexia susceptibility. Here, we provide an overview of the state of the art, describing how studies have moved from mapping potential risk loci, through identification of associated gene variants, to characterization of gene function in cellular and animal model systems. Work thus far has highlighted some intriguing mechanistic pathways, such as neuronal migration, axon guidance, and ciliary biology, but it is clear that we still have much to learn about the molecular networks that are involved. We end the review by highlighting the past, present, and future contributions of the Dutch Dyslexia Programme to studies of genetic factors. In particular, we emphasize the importance of relating genetic information to intermediate neurobiological measures, as well as the value of incorporating longitudinal and developmental data into molecular designs.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade or so, advances in molecular technologies have enabled researchers to begin pinpointing potential genetic risk factors implicated in human neurodevelopmental disorders (Graham & Fisher, 2013) . A significant amount of work has focused on developmental dyslexia (specific reading disability). The search for risk genes underlying dyslexia is well motivated; a wealth of prior information from familial clustering and twin studies suggests a substantial inherited component. For example, the proportion of variance in reading skills that is explained by genetic endowment is high, with heritability estimates ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 (Schumacher, Hoffmann, Schmal, Schulte-Korne, & Nothen, 2007) . At the same time, it is clear that the genetic architecture underlying dyslexia must be complex and multifactorial, involving a combination of polygenicity (two or more genes contribute to the phenotype) and heterogeneity (the same disorder can be caused by multiple origins in different individuals). Moreover, it is likely that many of the genetic risk factors will have small effect sizes or only be implicated in rare cases.
Crucially, the success of tracking down the molecular basis of a disorder depends not only on the available genomic methodologies but also on the strategies used to ascertain and characterize the phenotype of interest. Developmental dyslexia is typically defined as a severe difficulty in the mastery of reading and/or spelling skills that cannot be explained by impaired intelligence, socio-economic factors, or other obvious causes like comorbid neurological conditions or a history of head injury (Grigorenko, 2001) . Such a definition is largely exclusive (i.e. it relies on exclusion of other possible causes), based on an unexpected discordance between predicted levels of proficiency (e.g. calculated from chronological age and/or IQ) and the observed performance. As a consequence, a categorical diagnosis of dyslexia (affected vs unaffected) can be highly sensitive to the nature of the assessment procedures, including which tests are administered and how the diagnostic thresholds are set.
Faced with the limitations of categorical definitions, many genetic investigations of dyslexia make direct use of data from psychometric measures for assessing relationships between molecular factors and the disorder in cohorts under study . Some of these quantitative traits, such as a person's performance on single word reading or spelling tests, directly index the defining difficulties. Others tap into particular underlying cognitive processes that are hypothesized to contribute to reading and spelling proficiency, including orthographic processing, phoneme awareness, rapid automatized naming, and phonological short-term memory (Table 1 ). The associated psychometric measures can be considered as examples of endophenotypes: quantitative indices that are closer to the underlying biological phenomena and that are conceivably easier to link with the genetic factors (Gottesman & Gould, 2003) . A good characterization of endophenotypes can aid in understanding the critical biological mechanisms and in pinpointing the genes that are involved, especially for genetically complex traits (Kendler & Neale, 2010) . In the past couple of years, some studies (Czamara et al., 2011; Darki, Peyrard-Janvid, Matsson, Kere, & Klingberg, 2012; Pinel et al., 2012; Roeske et al., 2011; Wilcke et al., 2012) have moved beyond the behavioural measures described earlier, attempting to define brain imaging or neurophysiological measures as endophenotypes for dyslexia genetics (e.g. event-related potentials from electrophysiology, effects on cortical volumes). Although this field is still emerging and most of the findings await replication, neuroimaging endophenotypes are a promising step for building bridges between genetic information and behavioural output.
As noted above, there are inherent problems with conceptualizing dyslexia as a dichotomous trait (affected or unaffected). Indeed, it has been proposed that Table 1 . Key cognitive skills underlying reading, and associated psychometric tests
Orthographic processing
Reflects orthographic knowledge. Can be measured using orthographic choice tasks of phonologically similar letter strings.
Phoneme awareness
The ability to identify and manipulate the sounds in spoken words, which reflects phonological processing. Can be measured using phonemic deletion tasks. Rapid automatized naming Rapid naming of highly familiar visual symbols, which reflects speed of processing. Can be measured by several rapid naming tests of symbols (digits/letters), colours, or pictures. Phonological short-term memory
Recall for a period of several seconds to a minute without rehearsal. Hypothesized to tap phonological processing. Can be measured using nonsense word repetition tasks.
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dyslexia may not constitute a qualitatively distinct disorder at all but could simply reflect the lower end of normal variation in reading ability (Shaywitz, Escobar, Shaywitz, Fletcher, & Makuch, 1992) . In this context, recent genetic studies have not only investigated cohorts of people with dyslexia but also extended their analyses to reading-related phenotypes in unselected populations from large epidemiological samples (birth cohorts, twin studies, biobanking initiatives, and so on). The substantial numbers of samples available from these kinds of general population collections can improve statistical power for detecting contributions of common genetic risk factors, which are expected to have individual effect sizes that are rather small (Paracchini, 2011) . Despite the challenges of genetic complexity, there are at least nine reported candidate regions of interest for dyslexia in the human genome (DYX1-DYX9) and up to 14 individual candidate genes with varying degrees of supporting evidence (Poelmans, Buitelaar, Pauls, & Franke, 2011) . The suggested candidates include some that have been implicated in specific biological processes such as migration of neurons during early brain development or outgrowth of dendrites and axons (e.g. ROBO1, KIAA0319, DCDC2, and DYX1C1). Indeed, a molecular framework that attempts to synthesize these different findings has been formulated by researchers from the Dutch Dyslexia Programme (DDP) (Poelmans et al., 2011) , attributing a central role to a signalling network involved in neuronal migration and neurite outgrowth. Efforts have also been made to merge the genetic findings with a neuropsychological framework (Giraud & Ramus, 2012) , proposing that abnormal neuronal migration might lead to anomalous brain oscillations, disturbing the sampling of the auditory signal, and thereby affecting phonological processing.
Thus, important progress has been made, but the picture is still far from complete. The present paper will outline research that has been carried out at several levels in order to understand the genetic basis of dyslexia, from multiple different research laboratories across the world, including the contributing findings from the DDP. We give an overview of the main dyslexia susceptibility loci that are currently known, in each case starting from the initial linkage mapping (see Glossary for the definition of this and other technical terms), moving to the support provided by association studies and then zooming into the candidate genes and their functional roles. We end by considering future perspectives for the field and providing examples of how further molecular work with the DDP can help to fill in the gaps between genotype and phenotype.
FIRST CLUES: THE DYX1 LOCUS
A connection between specific reading disability and genetic markers on chromosome 15 was perhaps the earliest finding for the field (Smith, Kimberling, Pennington, & Lubs, 1983) . Subsequent studies have repeatedly highlighted linkage to this chromosome, with peak signals mostly located around genetic markers in 15q21, dubbed the DYX1 locus (Chapman et al., 2004; Grigorenko et al., 1997; Platko et al., 2008; Schulte-Korne et al., 1998) , although a signal at another location, 15q15, has also been reported (Morris et al., 2000; Schumacher et al., 2008) . Genome-wide linkage analyses of reading and spelling quantitative traits in an unselected twin sample found replication-level support for linkage of regular word spelling to DYX1.
Discovery of the DYX1C1 Gene
A candidate gene in DYX1, subsequently named DYX1C1, was first identified through studies of a Finnish family in which a chromosomal rearrangement, a translocation involving chromosomes 2 and 15, co-segregated with reading and writing difficulties (Nopola-Hemmi et al., 2000) . The chromosome 15 breakpoint of this translocation was located within the DYX1 region that had previously been linked to dyslexia in other studies. Precise mapping of the breakpoint demonstrated that it directly disrupted the DYX1C1 gene, which encodes a 420 amino acid protein with three protein-protein interaction domains (tetratricopeptide repeats [TPR]) (Taipale et al., 2003) . The gene was shown to be expressed in a subset of human glial and neuronal cells. Furthermore, two DYX1C1 sequence changes (single nucleotide polymorphisms or SNPs) were found to be associated with dyslexia in additional Finnish families. Both these changes were proposed as putative functional alleles: À3G > A creates a potential new binding site for a transcription factor known as Elk-1, while 1249G > T introduces a premature stop codon that shortens the encoded protein by four amino acids.
In subsequent work, multiple groups have tested for the association between dyslexia (and related traits) and these two DYX1C1 variants, but the results remain inconclusive. Marino et al. (2007) reported that the À3A allele was significantly associated with deficits on a measure of short-term memory (Single Letter Backward Span), as was a haplotype combining À3A with 1249T. However, in some DYX1C1 investigations, opposite patterns of effects were observed; the major alleles of these variants (i.e. the non-risk alleles from the original study) were associated with a diagnosis of dyslexia (Brkanac et al., 2007; Wigg et al., 2004) or with deficits on orthographic choice tasks . Several other studies, both in dyslexia cohorts and in the general population, failed to replicate the original associations with these DYX1C1putative risk alleles or their haplotype (Bates et al., 2010; Bellini et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2013) .
Other markers in DYX1C1 have been reported to show associations with categorical dyslexia (Dahdouh et al., 2009; Wigg et al., 2004) , with short-term memory performance in females with dyslexia (Dahdouh et al., 2009) or with quantitative measures of reading-related traits in the general population (Bates et al., 2010) . A recent neuroimaging genetics study of 79 people included DYX1C1 markers from these prior studies. One of the markers, previously associated with irregular and nonword reading performance by Bates et al. (2010) , was found to correlate with white matter volume locally, in the left temporo-parietal region, and also on the global brain level. However, the marker in question was not significantly correlated with reading performance in this same sample, which was not selected for dyslexia.
The lack of consistency of the DYX1C1 associations has been recently assessed using meta-analyses. One of them (Zou et al., 2012) integrated case-control and family-based association test studies to examine the À3G/A variant, concluding that there is no statistical evidence of an association between this SNP and dyslexia risk. Another meta-analysis assessed cumulative evidence from 10 independent studies of À3G/A and 1249G/T, and found low credibility of evidence for both SNPs, because of the high levels of heterogeneity between studies (Tran et al., 2013) .
Investigating DYX1C1 Functions
To gain insights into the potential roles of DYX1C1 (and putative dyslexia risk alleles) in brain development, the gene and its encoded protein have been functionally characterized. Variants in the promoter region of DYX1C1, including the À3G/A SNP, have been suggested to mediate allele-specific binding of transcription factors (such as TFII-I and Sp1) and/or to be associated with different expression levels of the gene. Investigations of the DNA fragment spanning the À3G/A SNP identified that it was bound by TFII-I, poly ADP-ribose polymerase 1, and a splicing factor known as SFPQ (Tapia-Paez, Tammimies, Massinen, Roy, & Kere, 2008) .
In a developmental study of the rodent orthologue, Dyx1c1, expression levels of this gene were knocked down in embryonic neocortex of the rat Currier, Etchegaray, Haight, Galaburda, & Rosen, 2011; Wang et al., 2006) . This experimental manipulation led to an aberrant migration pattern of the treated neurons, in which the cells accumulated in the multipolar stage of migration. Effects were non-autonomous; they were not limited to the cells that had been knocked down for Dyx1c1, but also disturbed some other neighbouring cells (Currier et al., 2011) . Overexpression of Dyx1c1 rescued migration, confirming that the knockdown was causing the aberrant phenotype; and it was found that the TPR domains were sufficient for this rescue . However, the study did not support a functional role for the 1249G > T SNP that creates a premature stop codon, because overexpression of the truncated variant also rescued migration.
When neurons were subjected to embryonic knockdown of Dyx1c1 levels, they migrated past their expected laminar targets . These overmigration observations have been confirmed in a subsequent investigation using live-cell imaging of human neuroblastoma cells, where knockdown of DYX1C1 led to increased migration rates compared with controls, and this was dependent not only on the TPR domains but also on another novel highly conserved motif, referred to as a DYX1 domain (Tammimies et al., 2013) . Analysis of changes in global gene expression levels after perturbation of DYX1C1, by overexpression or knockdown in these cell lines, uncovered a group of genes that was enriched for known functions, including 'cellular component movement', 'cell migration', and 'nervous system development', as well as a pathway involved in focal adhesion (Tammimies et al., 2013) .
Further studies have shown that the rat orthologue of DYX1C1 interacts with oestrogen receptors in primary rat neurons (Massinen et al., 2009) . Based on these data, it has been proposed that DYX1C1 negatively regulates oestrogen receptor levels in a dose-dependent manner, decreasing their transcriptional activity and stability. As the oestrogen pathway is known to be important for brain development, interaction of DYX1C1 with sex hormones has been postulated as a potential contributor to the often reported sex difference prevalence of dyslexia.
Tammimies and colleagues specifically assessed whether DYX1C1 can interact with other proteins implicated in neuronal migration and/or associated with dyslexia susceptibility, including DCDC2 and KIAA0319 (see next section) (Tammimies et al., 2013) . It was found that DYX1C1 interacts with LIS1 (a protein implicated in lissencephaly, a rare brain disorder caused by severely disrupted neuronal migration) and DCDC2, but not with KIAA0319. Several new interactions with DYX1C1 were also reported, with a significant overrepresentation of proteins that are components of the cytoskeleton, three of which (TUBB2B, TUBA1, and Ataxin1) were further validated.
Recent evidence suggests that DYX1C1 and other candidate dyslexia genes, such as DCDC2 and KIAA0319, might be involved in the growth and function of cilia (Ivliev, 't Hoen, van Roon-Mom, Peters, & Sergeeva, 2012) . These tiny hairlike structures line the surfaces of many types of cells and can move in rhythmic waves. There is a growing realization of the important roles that cilia play in early brain patterning and homeostasis. The zebrafish orthologue of DYX1C1 is expressed in many ciliated tissues, and its knockdown leads to multiple ciliopathy-related phenotypes (Chandrasekar, Vesterlund, Hultenby, Tapia-Paez, & Kere, 2013) . Dyx1c1-mutant mice are reported to display ciliary motility defects (Tarkar et al., 2013) . Finally, recessive loss of function mutations of DYX1C1 has been identified in human patients with Primary Ciliary Diskinesia, a disorder characterized by chronic airway disease, laterality defects, and male infertility (Tarkar et al., 2013) .
TWO GENES FOR THE PRICE OF ONE: THE DYX2 LOCUS Cardon et al. (1994) described the first evidence for a chromosome-6 quantitative trait locus involved in dyslexia susceptibility, spanning the Human Leukocyte Antigen complex on 6p21.3. Linkage at 6p21-23 (the DYX2 locus) has since been reported by multiple further studies, with several reading-related traits, using a variety of approaches and sampling strategies (Fisher, Stein, & Monaco, 1999; Grigorenko et al., 1997; Kaplan et al., 2002; Platko et al., 2008) . A linkage study of Specific Language Impairment (SLI) that targeted known candidate regions for dyslexia identified support for involvement of the DYX2 region, suggesting impacts beyond diagnostic boundaries (Rice, Smith, & Gayan, 2009) , but earlier studies of other SLI cohorts have not found evidence of linkage to this locus (Bartlett et al., 2002; Consortium, 2002) .
DYX2 is one of the most replicated dyslexia susceptibility loci to date, but still a number of reports have failed to find support for this region. For example, one of the early studies that focused on spelling disability in German families did not find evidence for DYX2 linkage (Schulte-Korne et al., 1998) , and this locus did not show any signal in a genome-wide linkage scan of reading abilities in the general population . Moreover, the DDP analysed a set of 108 families with at least two affected children, assessing categorical status and also key quantitative traits, including word reading, phonological decoding, verbal competence, nonsense word repetition, and rapid automatized naming (de Kovel et al., 2008) , but did not detect any linkage to DYX2 in the cohort.
Building on prior findings of linkage to DYX2, several research teams used association analysis to narrow the region of interest and to zoom in on a convincing candidate gene or genes. In one investigation of five phenotypes that measured orthographic and phonologic skills in dyslexia families from the USA (Deffenbacher et al., 2004) , associations were reported with markers in five genes from the DYX2 region: VMP, DCDC2, KIAA0319, TTRAP, and THEM2. In another quantitative trait association study, involving sets of families from the UK and the USA, Francks et al. (2004) narrowed the focus to a small (70 kb) region spanning THEM2, TTRAP, and KIAA0319, with the main risk haplotype being identified by an SNP marker (rs2143340) upstream of KIAA0319, in the TTRAP locus. Cope et al. (2005) , investigating an independent UK sample, similarly reported an enrichment of dyslexia-associated SNPs in this interval, although they did not replicate the rs2143340 finding.
Following these initial indications of KIAA0319 involvement, several other studies have suggested that markers and haplotypes (rs4504469-rs2038137-rs2143340 [1-1-2], rs4504469-rs6935076 [2-1]) in this gene are associated with categorical dyslexia and/or with quantitative traits, not only in people with dyslexia but also in general population samples (Couto et al., 2010; Harold et al., 2006; Luciano et al., 2007; Newbury et al., 2011; Paracchini et al., 2008; Scerri et al., 2011; Venkatesh, Siddaiah, Padakannaya, & Ramachandra, 2013) . However, as observed for other dyslexia candidate genes, a number of studies did not find evidence for biased transmission of KIAA0319 markers in their samples selected for dyslexia (Brkanac et al., 2007; Ludwig et al., 2008; Schumacher, Anthoni, et al., 2006) . Despite these negative reports, a recent meta-analysis that focused on the 931C > T polymorphism (rs4504469) of KIAA0319 concluded that the minor T allele is significantly associated with dyslexia risk (Zou et al., 2012) .
Investigations have also assessed whether KIAA0319 alleles might have broad impacts across different neurodevelopmental disorders. In a study that assessed the association of candidate genes in relation to dyslexia and other frequently comorbid disorders such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and SLI , KIAA0319 variants were associated with reading and spelling scores. SNPs rs6935076 and rs9461045 appeared to have a specific effect on dyslexia, whereas rs2143340 was associated with general reading ability-the effect did not dilute when widening the analysis to the general population. Another study reported that several variants in the region upstream of KIAA0319 (rs4504469-C, rs761100-G, and rs6935076-T) were associated with reading and language phenotypes in an SLI sample (Rice et al., 2009) . However, the replication levels of these studies are difficult to evaluate, because even when the SNP markers are the same, the risk alleles are often not consistent, with different directions of effect (increasing susceptibility in one study but showing a protective effect in another). For example, the specific risk alleles of rs761100 and rs6935076 that were correlated with reduced expressive language scores in one dyslexic cohort were those that had correlated with increased reading and language performance in other studies (Harold et al., 2006; Rice et al., 2009) .
Variants within the THEM2-TTRAP-KIAA0319 region have been tested for association with neuroimaging phenotypes in small samples from the general population, again with differing effects in different studies. Using functional MRI, Pinel and colleagues reported that an SNP in THEM2 (rs17243157) was associated with asymmetry of activation at the temporal lobe during a reading task (Pinel et al., 2012) . However, the other DYX2 SNPs tested in this study were not found to be associated with any activation pattern in the brain regions of interest. Another study found that the rs2143340 SNP in TTRAP was associated with activation in the right and left anterior inferior parietal lobe during phonologic processing tasks . In their recent structural imaging study, Darki et al. reported that rs6935076 in KIAA0319 had a significant effect on the white matter volume of the left temporo-parietal region but not with reading scores in that sample .
Cell-based approaches have been used to identify a potential functional basis of genetic associations in the THEM2-TTRAP-KIAA0319 region. The first such study focused on one established risk haplotype for dyslexia (rs4504469-rs2038137-rs2143340 [1-1-2]) and showed that it was associated with lower expression levels of KIAA0319, indicating that regulatory sequence variants could be affecting transcriptional regulation of this gene . In a follow-up investigation of this effect, Dennis et al. (2009) tested various versions of the promoter of KIAA0319, carrying different dyslexia-associated SNP alleles, via reporter gene assays. They zoomed in on a particular functional SNP, rs9461045, finding that the minor allele yields reduced expression of reported genes in neuronal and non-neuronal cell lines. This variant creates a binding site for a transcription factor, known as OCT-1, that could explain reduced expression of KIAA0319 from the risk haplotype. Indeed, when OCT-1 was knocked down, the expression levels of the risk allele were shown to recover.
The KIAA0319 gene has several variants due to alternative splicing: A, B and C, encoding different versions of the protein (Velayos-Baeza, Toma, da Roza, Paracchini, & Monaco, 2007) . Version A of the protein localizes in the plasma membrane of the cell; it has a single domain that spans the membrane, and it forms dimers-two molecules of the protein bind to each other to form a functional unit. This protein variant undergoes modifications (addition of carbohydrate groups, also known as glycosylation) that typically contribute to protein folding, stability, cell adhesion, and cell-cell interaction. Therefore, it has been proposed that it could be involved in the interaction of neurons and glial fibres during neuronal migration, most probably mediated by specific interaction domains that are present in its central region (Velayos-Baeza, Toma, . The other two protein variants (B and C) lack the transmembrane domain and are localized in the endoplasmic reticulum of the cell. Only variant B has been detected in the extracellular medium, and its size suggests that, like variant A, it is glycosylated. It has thus been speculated that the KIAA0319 gene may have a wider functional spectrum that also includes signalling (Levecque, Velayos-Baeza, Holloway, & Monaco, 2009; Velayos-Baeza, Levecque, Kobayashi, Holloway, & Monaco, 2010; Velayos-Baeza et al., 2008) .
The expression pattern of KIAA0319 in the developing neocortex is consistent with its hypothesized role in neuronal migration . The gene is also expressed in the adult brain, being relatively abundant in the cerebellum, the cerebral cortex, the putamen, the amygdala, and the hippocampus (Peschansky et al., 2010; Velayos-Baeza et al., 2007) . Studies of cortical tissue reported highest expression in the superior parietal cortex, primary visual cortex, and occipital cortex (Meng et al., 2005) .
When the expression of Kiaa0319 (the rodent orthologue of KIAA0319) was experimentally knocked down in embryonic rat neocortex, this disturbed neuronal migration, by reducing the migration distances from the ventricular zone towards the cortical plate Paracchini et al., 2006; Peschansky et al., 2010) . Periventricular heterotopias (clusters of disorganized neurons along the lateral ventricles of the brain) were found in three quarters of the animals, containing large numbers of neurons that did not migrate properly and formed clumps around the ventricles. The effects of knockdown appeared to be non-cell autonomous, disturbing both radially and tangentially migrating neurons Peschansky et al., 2010) . Kiaa0319 knockdown also led to enlargement of apical dendrites of the treated neurons, which could be rescued by overexpression of the human gene (Peschansky et al., 2010) . The longer term effects of embryonic Kiaa0319 knockdown on specific brain structures of the brain have also been studied. After the gene had been knocked down embryonically in a lateral ventricle, adult male rats displayed a reduced midsagittal area of the corpus callosum but no difference in volume of the cortex and hippocampus (Szalkowski et al., 2013) . The authors pointed out that the area affected in their rodent studies has previously been associated with phonological processing deficits in humans with dyslexia.
The DCDC2 Gene DCDC2, another gene in the DYX2 region, was first proposed as a dyslexia candidate gene based on the association of SNPs with one quantitative index of dyslexia severity (discrepancy between expected and observed reading scores) in a set of US families (Meng et al., 2005) , overlapping with the cohort analysed in some of the KIAA0319 studies described earlier. Meng et al. (2005) also characterized a small (2.4 kb) deletion within the DCDC2 locus that contained a short tandem repeat (STR), referred to as BV677278. The STR was highly variable with multiple alleles, and by combining the deletion with the 10 minor alleles of the STR, the authors were able to show an association with another quantitative phenotype in the cohort, performance on a homonym choice task. A number of subsequent reports have described association of this STR marker with a categorical definition of dyslexia (Schumacher, Anthoni, et al., 2006) and with quantitative measures of reading and memory (Marino et al., 2012) . However, other studies could find only weak and inconsistent evidence of association, for example Harold et al. (2006) . Experimental studies suggest that the BV677278 STR is bound by a transcription factor called ETV6 (Powers et al., 2013) expressed in human brain (Meng et al., 2011) , and that different STR alleles might affect gene regulation. The STR is in high linkage disequilibrium with a haplotype block that is associated with phonological awareness and a composite language measure (Powers et al., 2013) . This DCDC2 risk haplotype seems to interact in a non-additive manner with a known KIAA0319 risk haplotype Paracchini et al., 2008; Scerri et al., 2011) ; individuals carrying both dyslexia risk haplotypes had a significantly worse performance than expected (Powers et al., 2013) .
Additional SNP markers in DCDC2 have also been associated with dyslexia (rs807724, rs793862, and rs807701) Schumacher, Anthoni, et al., 2006; Wilcke et al., 2009) and with quantitative measures such as reading fluency and nonsense word repetition . In contrast to the effects of certain KIAA0319 markers, whose putative effects extend to the general population, it has been proposed that DCDC2 variants may contribute specifically to reading (dis)ability in people with dyslexia, as associations do not hold when widening the sample to include SLI, ADHD, or non-affected individuals . Some studies fail to find support for effects of DCDC2 markers even within dyslexic cohorts (Brkanac et al., 2007; Venkatesh et al., 2013; Zuo et al., 2012) .
A recent meta-analysis (Zhong et al., 2013) , including eight publications and a total of 941 cases and 1183 controls, assessed the association with dyslexia for the most consistently reported DCDC2 markers (rs807701, rs793862, rs807724, rs1087266, and the 2.4 kb deletion). Overall, allele C of rs807701 was significantly associated with the risk of dyslexia, while the other markers showed no evidence of association. However, sensitivity analysis suggested that the results were of low reliability and should be treated with caution.
Association between the 2.4 kb deletion within DCDC2 and grey matter distribution in the brain was tested in a small sample of healthy individuals (Meda et al., 2008) . It was proposed that the heterozygous subjects had higher grey matter volume in the superior, medial and inferior temporal gyri, the fusiform gyrus, the hippocampus, the uncus, the parahippocampal, the occipito-parietal, and the inferior and middle frontal gyri. In their functional imaging study of DYX2 candidates, Cope and colleagues reported that the BV677278 STR of DCDC2 was associated with the activation of the superior anterior cingulate gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, left paracentral lobule, and the left inferior frontal gyrus during phonological processing tasks . Additional imaging genetics projects have investigated other markers in DCDC2 Jamadar et al., 2011) . For example, Darki et al. (2012) reported that rs793842 was associated with variation in white matter volume of the temporo-parietal region .
DCDC2 encodes a protein that contains two doublecortin domains. These domains are named after a related protein (doublecortin [DCX] ) that has been implicated in lissencephaly, and they are thought to mediate interactions with the cytoskeleton of the cell. Two isoforms are produced by alternative splicing, with the larger version being expressed in adult and fetal brain (Schumacher, Anthoni, et al., 2006) . Screening of adult human brain tissues suggests that it is most highly expressed in the entorhinal cortex, the inferior and medial temporal cortex, the hypothalamus, the amygdala, and the hippocampus (Meng et al., 2005) . The protein localizes in primary cilia, neurites, and cytoplasm of hippocampal neurons (Massinen et al., 2011) , and associates with a protein known as Kif3a at the primary cilium, in a manner that depends on both the doublecortin domains. There is bioinformatic support for the implication of DCDC2 in cilia (Ivliev et al., 2012) , and overexpression of the gene increases the average length of a cilium to approximately twice the normal length (Massinen et al., 2011) . Studies in nematode worm models (C. elegans) suggest that it is important for neuronal morphology (Massinen et al., 2011) .
Similar to findings for Dyx1c1 and Kiaa0319, knockdown of Dcdc2 expression in utero in rats yielded disturbed migration of neuronal precursors from the ventricular surface towards the pial surface Meng et al., 2005) . By contrast, studies of knockout mice that lack Dcdc2 did not find any defects in brain morphology, function, or behaviour; in particular, the structure, number, and length of neuronal cilia in neocortex and hippocampus did not differ between knockout animals and the wild-type mice (Wang et al., 2011) . However, in utero knockdown of the related gene, Dcx (doublecortin) caused more developmental disruption in Dcdc2 knockouts than in wild-type mice: subcortical heterotopias and disruptions of dendritic growth (Wang et al., 2011) . This suggests that there may be partial functional redundancy of these two genes in regulating neuronal migration and dendritic growth in the mice. A follow-up study of the Dcdc2 knockout mice reported reduced performance in visual discrimination tasks (which had not been evident in the earlier study) as well as impairments in longterm working memory, despite the absence of any deficits in neuronal migration . The Dcdc2 mutated mice also learned less efficiently, which is intriguing given that dyslexia is primarily a learning disorder .
THE DYX3 LOCUS: A CONNECTION WITH IQ?
By studying a large multigenerational family from Norway in which dyslexia appeared to be inherited in a simple dominant manner, Fagerheim et al. (1999) identified a candidate locus (DYX3) on chromosome 2 (2p12-16). Over a decade later, the identity of the putative causative mutation in this family remains unknown. Nevertheless, further investigations in other samples have supported linkage of the 2p12-16 region with dyslexia and with several reading-related quantitative traits in dyslexic samples, including the sibling pairs of the DDP Francks et al., 2002; de Kovel et al., 2008; Petryshen, Kaplan, Hughes, Tzenova, & Field, 2002) . A nearby region on 2q22.3 has also been linked to phonemic decoding efficiency in families with dyslexia (Raskind et al., 2005) and to reading of irregular words and regular spelling in the general population .
The first candidate genes proposed for DYX3 (SEMA4F, OTX1, and TACR1) did not contain risk variants that could account for the evidence of linkage to this chromosomal region Peyrard-Janvid et al., 2004) . Subsequently, a two-stage study pinpointed a small interval of interest within 2p12, containing two overlapping haplotypes that were associated with dyslexia in two populations (Anthoni et al., 2007) . The region defined by the haplotypes lays between a hypothetical gene, FLJ13391, and two other candidates, MRPL19 and C2ORF3. In studies of lymphocyte cells, heterozygous carriers of the putative risk haplotypes had significantly lower expression levels of MRPL19 and C2ORF3 than people who carried only non-risk alleles. However, other studies in an SLI cohort and a general population sample did not replicate the association between variants in MRPL19/C2ORF3 and language and reading traits.
Most recently, the relevant markers on 2p12 were found to be significantly associated with verbal and performance IQ in an investigation that examined the impact of multiple different candidate dyslexia and SLI risk factors on general cognitive abilities (Scerri et al., 2012) . One of the highlighted SNPs in MRPL19 (rs917235) was also associated with variation in white matter volume in the posterior corpus callosum and the cingulum, brain regions that have been shown to be connecting sections of the parietal, occipital, and temporal cortices. Thus, the authors proposed that the MRPL19/C2ORF3 gene findings are more likely to be related to general cognition than having a specific effect on reading or language skills.
DYX5, THE ROBO1 GENE AND AXON GUIDANCE
Nopola-Hemmi and colleagues described a four-generation Finnish family in which profound reading difficulties were inherited in a manner that was consistent with involvement of a single dominant gene, which they mapped to the 3p12-q13 region, named the DYX5 locus (Nopola-Hemmi et al., 2001) . Support for this region was found in a genome-wide scan of quantitative reading-related traits in dyslexia families , as well as with irregular word reading in the general population . A case-control study in the Afrikaner population also found suggestive association between dyslexia and markers in 3q13 (Platko et al., 2008) .
Although 5HT1F and DRD3 were first proposed as candidate genes in the DYX5 region (Nopola-Hemmi et al., 2001), ROBO1 in 3p12 was soon identified to be disrupted in a case with dyslexia with a de novo chromosomal translocation affecting this locus (Hannula-Jouppi et al., 2005) . Intriguingly, ROBO1 encodes a protein that acts as an axon guidance receptor. Moreover, on returning to the original four-generation family that first showed linkage to DYX5, Hannula-Jouppi uncovered a putative risk haplotype of ROBO1 that co-segregated with dyslexia in 19 of the 21 dyslexic family members. No protein-coding change could be identified, but the dyslexia-associated alleles of the risk haplotype had attenuated expression of ROBO1 in lymphocytes from affected individuals, suggesting that altered regulation of this gene could be a potential causal mechanism (Hannula-Jouppi et al., 2005) . Other SNPs in ROBO1 have been reported to be associated with performance on measures of short-term memory (nonsense word repetition and digit span) but not with tests of reading in the general population (Bates et al., 2011) .
ROBO1 is strongly expressed in developing and adult brain tissue (Lamminmaki, Massinen, Nopola-Hemmi, Kere, & Hari, 2012) . Studies of animal orthologues have shown that the encoded protein acts as a receptor for molecular guidance cues during cellular migration and axonal navigation, playing an important role in crossing of axons across the midline between brain hemispheres. To investigate potential effects on axon crossing in humans, Lamminmaki and colleagues (2012) used magnetoencephalography to study individuals with dyslexia carrying the ROBO1 risk haplotype, taken from the original family studied by Nopola-Hemmi et al. (2001) and Hannula-Jouppi et al. (2005) . On assessing the strength of auditory pathways using a binaural suppression endophenotype, they found that the control group had a significantly smaller response to binaural than to monaural stimulation, whilst the risk haplotype group did not (Lamminmaki et al., 2012) . The strength of the ipsilateral suppression in both hemispheres also correlated with ROBO1 expression levels in blood. However, the risk haplotype group did not show any significant difference from controls in total biallelic expression of this gene (i.e. expressed from both chromosomal copies). Nevertheless, the authors proposed that partially reduced levels of ROBO1 expression might be causing dyslexia in this family, by affecting the auditory processing and brain development as shown by their defective interaural interaction.
ADDITIONAL DYSLEXIA SUSCEPTIBILITY LOCI
The loci discussed earlier are the most well studied ones thus far. Even so, a number of other regions in the genome have also been proposed to harbour susceptibility genes and have been designated as DYX loci, as briefly covered here.
DYX4 A region of 6q11.2-q12 (named the DYX4 locus) was linked to phonological coding in dyslexia and related quantitative traits (Petryshen et al., 2001) . This linkage has not been replicated, although one study has reported a suggestive linkage of 6q15 to spelling of irregular words in a general population sample .
DYX6
In two parallel genome-wide linkage screens of quantitative traits in independent sets of dyslexia families, the most significant markers for performance on single word reading tests coincided, implicating a region on 18p11.2, DYX6 . A study of German families did not detect linkage to chromosome 18p11-q12 . However, in other samples, DYX6 has been linked to phonological and orthographic coding measures and to reading performance (Seshadri et al., 2007) . Four potential candidate genes (MC5R, DYM, NEDD4L, and VAPA) have been proposed in this region (Poelmans et al., 2011; Scerri et al., 2010) .
DYX7 Evidence for DYX7 (11p15) comes from a suggestive linkage with phonological awareness in the genome-wide linkage screens conducted by , followed by targeted analyses of the region spanning DRD4, the dopamine D4 receptor, an extensively studied ADHD candidate gene on 11p15.5 (Hsiung, Kaplan, Petryshen, Lu, & Field, 2004) . Although this latter study observed linkage to the region, the authors could not detect any association between known allelic variants of DRD4 and dyslexia susceptibility.
DYX8
The short arm of chromosome 1 was implicated in one of the earlier findings of the field; a translocation affecting 1p22 was reported to co-segregate with severe writing and reading difficulties in a small family (Rabin et al., 1993) . Subsequent studies have provided support for a dyslexia susceptibility locus in a slightly different location on this chromosome, 1p34-p36 (named DYX8) via linkage analysis of qualitative phenotypes and quantitative measures Tzenova, Kaplan, Petryshen, & Field, 2004) . Further evidence has come from the sibling pair studies of the DDP, in which the strongest linkage peak for categorical dyslexia was located at 1p36 (de Kovel et al., 2008) as well as from a later report of 1p36 linkage in families with SLI (Rice et al., 2009) . KIAA0319L in 1p34 has been proposed as a candidate gene in the DYX8 region, because it is a likely homologue of KIAA0319, displaying 61% similarity at the protein level (Couto et al., 2008) . Embryonic knockdown of Kiaa0319L expression in rats caused a similar phenotype to that observed in the earlier experiments targeting Kiaa0319: aberrant migration patterns with heterotopias and non-cell autonomous effects .
DYX9
In addition to recruiting families in which at least two first-degree relatives had a history of reading problems, the DDP identified a number of large threegeneration Dutch pedigrees with multiple affected individuals (de Kovel et al., 2004) . A genome-wide linkage scan of categorical dyslexia was carried out in one particularly interesting family, in which 15 of 29 available members could be classified as affected, based on reading tests. The study identified a genome-wide significant peak of linkage on the X chromosome, in Xq27.3, around the marker DXS8043, with a risk haplotype shared by 12 of the 15 affected family members (de Kovel et al., 2004) . All four males who carried this haplotype were severely affected based on their reading scores-note that males only carry a single X chromosome, while females carry two copies. The eight female carriers with a categorical diagnosis of dyslexia showed greater variability in phenotype, and there was also an additional female carrier who was unaffected. This is consistent with a putative causative mutation in this region having a dominant mode of action but with reduced penetrance and more variable effects in females. Analysis of the coding sequence of four candidate genes within this shared region (FMR1, Cxorf1 (TMEM257), DKFZp574M2010, and KIAA1854 (SLITRK2)) did not reveal any mutations, and the causative gene in this family remains undiscovered.
Analyses of the separate DDP sibling pair sample did not find supporting evidence for DYX9 (de Kovel et al., 2004) , suggesting that the involvement of the putative risk gene might be limited to rare mutations of large effect. Nevertheless, there are hints from other studies that there might indeed be common risk variants located in this part of the X chromosome. Linkage between Xq26 and reading-related measures was reported in the earlier genome-wide screens by . Xq27.3 markers showed suggestive association with dyslexia in the female sub-sample of a study in an Afrikaner population (Platko et al., 2008) and suggestive linkage to a nonsense word spelling phenotype in a general population sample . Finally, a recent study of French dyslexic families also supported the DYX9 locus, with maximal linkage at Xq27.3 (Huc-Chabrolle et al., 2013) . The authors proposed that variants affecting FMR1, a gene implicated in fragile X syndrome (the most common genetic cause of intellectual disability), might be involved, although sequencing of this gene and six other candidates (CXORF1, CXORF51, SLITRK2, FMR2, ASFMR1, and FMR1NB) failed to identify any mutation or polymorphisms co-segregating with dyslexia.
In addition to those described earlier, several additional loci have been described only once. Of particular interest are areas of the genome implicated through chromosomal aberrations that segregate with disorder in multiple members of a family. One of these is 21q22.3, which was found to segregate with dyslexia in a father and his two affected sons (Poelmans et al., 2009 ).
SHARED GENETIC AETIOLOGY BETWEEN DYSLEXIA AND LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENTS?
Given that many people with dyslexia show subtle underlying problems with aspects of linguistic processing, it is interesting to consider whether there might be some shared genetic mechanisms that are common to reading disability and more overt forms of language disorder. To test this at the molecular level, candidate genes identified from studies of language-impaired cohorts have been tested with respect to dyslexia as well as reading-related traits in the general population.
SLI, one of the most common forms of language impairment, is highly comorbid with dyslexia (~43-55%) . Based on association analyses of SLI families, Newbury et al. (2009) proposed CMIP (16q23.2-q23.3) and ATP2C2 (16q24.1) as candidate genes that modulate phonological short-term memory (measured by nonsense word repetition tasks) specifically in children with language impairment. A subsequent study confirmed a lack of association of CMIP and ATP2C2 with nonsense word repetition in the unselected general population but at the same time observed support for the contribution of CMIP variants to aspects of reading performance, including single word reading and spelling skills, across the normal range of abilities .
Investigations of families with SLI have also identified association of language measures, particularly nonsense word repetition, with SNPs in CNTNAP2 (7q35-36) (Vernes et al., 2008) . This gene encodes a neurexin protein with multiple important functions in the central nervous system, and it is downregulated by FOXP2, a gene involved in rare single-gene forms of speech and language disorder (Vernes et al., 2008) . Suggestive linkage to 7q35 has been found for speech and reading measures in independent SLI cohorts (Rice et al., 2009) , and the SLI-associated CNTNAP2 SNPs are correlated with assessments of early language performance (at age 2 years) in a general population sample (Whitehouse, Bishop, Ang, Pennell, & Fisher, 2011) . In one study of dyslexia families using SNPs from all three SLI candidate genes (CNTNAP2, ATP2C2, and CMIP), associations were only weak and sporadic, leading the authors to argue against pleiotropic effects of these loci . However, association of CNTNAP2 SNPs with nonsense word repetition has been described in a different dyslexia sample (Peter et al., 2011) , while a copy number variant affecting CNTNAP2 was recently reported in an individual with severe problems in reading-spelling tests and naming tasks (Veerappa, Saldanha, Padakannaya, & Ramachandra, 2013) .
As noted above, rare mutations of the FOXP2 transcription factor have been found to cause a severe speech and language disorder, characterized by speech apraxia and multiple deficits in expressive and receptive language (Fisher & Scharff, 2009 ). To investigate whether common polymorphisms of FOXP2 might affect the processing of written language in dyslexia, Wilcke et al. (2012) carried out a casecontrol association study of variants in this gene and detected nominal association for one SNP, rs21533005. They further studied this SNP in a small fMRI genetics study of phonological processing, proposing that non-carriers of the risk allele showed overactivation of temporo-parietal areas such as the angular and supramarginal gyri. They also suggested an interaction between dyslexia and genetic risk for the rolandic operculum, a brain region which is involved in motoric speech production. Another functional imaging study reported that SNPs of FOXP2 were significantly associated with reading-related activation in two frontal regions of the left hemisphere: the inferior frontal gyrus and the dorsal part of the precentral gyrus (Pinel et al., 2012) .
EXPLORING NEW ENDOPHENOTYPES: MISMATCH NEGATIVITY
As noted above, moving towards brain-based endophenotypes of dyslexia is likely to be important for the future of the field, opening up new avenues for genetic investigation. One potential endophenotype of interest is auditory mismatch negativity (MMN), a well-established component of auditory event-related potential (ERP) that is elicited by any discriminable change in some repetitive aspect of the ongoing auditory stimulation. It is an automatic response, and thus does not require attention, with a peak that is usually 100-250 ms after stimulus onset (Froyen, Willems, & Blomert, 2011; Naatanen, 2001 ).This ERP component provides an objective measure of discrimination accuracy, as it has been correlated with behavioural performance. MMN elicitation depends on short-term memory, which has been shown to be reduced in people with dyslexia. The DDP longitudinal study has found that this phenotype is already disturbed very early in life in children from dyslexia risk families (van Leeuwen et al., 2008; van Zuijen et al., 2012) (also see paper on Precursors of developmental dyslexia, van der Leij, van Bergen, van Zuijen, de Jong, Maurits, & Maassen, 2013) . A later component of the MMN (referred to as late MMN or lMMN), with latency between 300 and 700 ms, has also been proposed as a potential endophenotype, and it has been found to be reduced in the dyslexic population when compared with a control group (Neuhoff et al., 2012) . Roeske et al. (2011) carried out a genome-wide screen for association with MMN measures in children with dyslexia and identified markers on 4q32.1 that were consistently associated with lMMN. The associated variants lie in a 'gene desert' (a chromosomal region containing very few protein-coding genes). However, the markers were found to show a significant association with levels of messenger RNA expressed from another gene located on another chromosome-SLC2A3 in chromosome band 12p13. SLC2A3 encodes the predominant facilitative transporter of glucose in neurons. The authors postulated that the identified SNPs on 4q32.1 exert a regulatory effect on the SLC2A3 locus (known as transregulation, because it lies on a different chromosome). They proposed that altered levels of SLC2A3 protein could lead to glucose deficits in neurons of children with dyslexia, contributing to their smaller MMN during passive listening tasks. Another report described the association between lMMN and three rare variants in high linkage disequilibrium in DYX2 on chromosome 6 (Czamara et al., 2011) , one within DCDC2 and the other two in the intergenic region between DCDC2 and KIAA0319. It has been hypothesized that the effects on lMMN in dyslexic readers reflect 'intact auditory discrimination ability but alterations at later stages of auditory/ phonological processing' (Giraud & Ramus, 2012) . Given the promising findings earlier, the lMMN endophenotype should be further pursued for genetic studies.
GENETICS AND THE DUTCH DYSLEXIA PROGRAMME: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE The DDP has already stimulated, and will continue to contribute to, molecular genetic research in at least three different related areas, considered here.
First, the DDP assembled a cohort of Dutch nuclear families with dyslexia in which 219 sibling pairs were phenotyped using key quantitative measures including nonsense word repetition, nonsense word reading, word reading, and rapid automatized naming. As demonstrated by de Kovel et al. (2008) , a robustly characterized sample such as this can be used to independently evaluate contributions of candidate dyslexia susceptibility loci identified in other studies. Replication of linkage and association findings is especially important for conditions like dyslexia, in which the genetic underpinnings are complex and multifactorial. Interestingly, work with the DDP cohort has replicated effects of DYX3 on chromosome 2 and DYX8 on chromosome 1, while finding no evidence for linkage to what is perhaps the most consistently replicated locus, DYX2 on chromosome 6. Evidence for linkage to DYX1 on chromosome 15, another commonly reported locus, was only found for the nonsense word repetition quantitative trait, which had low correlation with dyslexia categorical status in the DDP sample. De Kovel et al. (2008) pointed out that while quantitative traits are often used in dyslexia genetics, in the hope of getting closer to the molecular causes, the evidence provided by such measurements is seldom as simple to interpret as we wish. They noted that 'linkage peaks at the same locus are associated with different quantitative traits in different studies', which complicates the reliability of distinct findings that are often considered 'replications'.
It is clear that the dyslexia susceptibility loci that have been suggested by studies thus far can only account for a small proportion of the total heritability of this trait.
Thus, there are likely to be multiple additional genetic risk factors waiting to be discovered. Based on experiences with other complex brain-related phenotypes, to successfully identify common risk variants of small effect size, it will be necessary to carry out particularly large-scale screens of the genome. This can perhaps best be achieved by combining a number of independent well-phenotyped samples from multiple different research teams, in which case the existing DDP cohorts can make a key contribution to future gene discovery efforts.
Second, research by the DDP illustrates the potential of identifying rare multigenerational families in which many individuals are affected, in order to gain novel insights into the biological underpinnings of disorder. In particular, as described earlier, the DDP reported the identification of a Dutch family of almost 30 members, in which half were defined as having dyslexia, and discovered a region of the X chromosome with significant linkage (de Kovel et al., 2004) . This study again highlights the genetic heterogeneity of dyslexia. Although in most families/ cases, there will be a complex genetic architecture with many risk variants, each contributing to a small amount of the total variance of reading ability, there are also unusual examples where the inheritance pattern appears consistent with a rare mutation of just a single gene, with a large effect size. Making use of recent technological advances in the field of genetics, we are currently using nextgeneration DNA sequencing technologies to zoom in on the putative causal mutation in this X-linked family. As has been shown by prior investigations of the FOXP2 gene in speech and language disorders (Fisher & Scharff, 2009 ), rare single-gene effects offer exciting molecular windows into the aetiological pathways underlying more common cases of the disorder. Two additional large pedigrees collected by DDP with similar segregation patterns to the reported family also await analysis (unpublished data).
Third, almost every molecular genetic study of dyslexia thus far has adopted a fixed perspective on behavioural and cognitive skills, failing to acknowledge that this is a developmental trait, a moving target in terms of phenotypic definition. A crucial factor for the future is to consider developmental trajectories for reading-related and language-related skills of the children who are being studied and to relate them to the underlying genetics. As detailed in accompanying papers (see paper on Precursors of developmental dyslexia, van der Leij et al., 2013) , the DDP assembled a very extensively phenotyped longitudinal sample of children from families who are at risk of dyslexia, as well as matched non-risk families. These children have been carefully evaluated at multiple developmental timepoints from birth to 10 years of age, using a range of electrophysiological, behavioural, and cognitive measures, motivated by hypotheses about the biological underpinnings of dyslexia. DNA has been collected from the majority of children and parents from the longitudinal cohort, providing a unique resource for association analyses with dyslexia endophenotypes; we are currently carrying out such studies for the top candidate SNPs from prior literature, described in our review earlier. As well as being able to assess the molecular contributions to several quantitative traits, including electrophysiological endophenotypes, this new upcoming research can also account for the temporal structure of the longitudinal assessments, assessing how profiles change with development and how this relates to genotype. Such cohorts offer unprecedented opportunities to tap into central questions about the mechanistic and dynamic links that connect genes to dyslexia.
DISCUSSION
In sum, the relationship between genetic information and reading skills (as with other behavioural outputs) is not straightforward, especially when the genetic bases are known to be highly complex and heterogenic. Hence, there is a large amount of data that needs to be accumulated and integrated in order to reach a coherent understanding that will enable us to disentangle the environmental and genetic effects on dyslexia. Endophenotypes such as behavioural traits and neuroimaging measurements enable a quantitative assessment of the dyslexic phenotype and their relation to genetic variants, which will be essential for us to gain better understanding of its biology. The evidence from existing candidates points towards molecular pathways affecting neuronal migration and axon guidance, which in turn may compromise the brain architecture affecting phonological processing (for example). It is likely that multiple susceptibility genes remain to be discovered, and it will be interesting to find out whether they implicate similar neuronal mechanisms to those candidates suggested so far or lead us into novel molecular pathways.
Most of the genetic variants that have been related to dyslexia in prior work have been non-coding (not altering sequences of encoded proteins), and as such, they have been proposed to have regulatory effects on the genes, although in the majority of cases, direct functional evidence has not been demonstrated. On the other hand, the loss of function of several of the candidate genes in animal models has shown impacts on brain development. Nevertheless, the observed phenotypes in these model systems can often be quite subtle.
Note that the dyslexic category is specific to a literate culture and that most of the affected people would not have a disability if they were not required to read. Reading depends on years of explicit instruction and practice in order to develop this highly specialized skill. Hence, the genetic effects that underlie reading abilities and disabilities must be widespread in nature, given that they are affecting the fine tuning of an otherwise robust molecular and cognitive system.
The ultimate goal of this area of research is not only to break down the genetic components of dyslexia but also to build bridges from the subcellular molecular pathways to manifestations of reading problems. To do so, we will need to step into the brain, trying to understand the effects of dyslexia candidate genes on structures and functions of key neural circuits, and on temporal processing of language, as well as how these relate to the behavioural traits on which dyslexia is defined.
GLOSSARY OF MOLECULAR GENETIC TERMS
Alleles Alternative variants of the same gene or genomic position, originally arising because of mutation. Association analysis Testing for non-random correlations between a phenotypic trait (qualitative or quantitative) and specific allelic variants. Can be carried out for just a single genetic marker or used to screen multiple sites within a gene, or even across the entire genome, assuming appropriate adjustments are made for multiple testing when evaluating significance of results. Chromosomal band Each human chromosome has a short arm ('p') and long arm ('q'), separated by a centromere. Each chromosome arm is divided into regions, or cytogenetic bands, that can be seen using a microscope and special stains.
These bands are labelled p1, p2, p3, q1, q2, q3, etc., counting from the centromere outwards. At higher resolutions, sub-bands can be seen within the bands, also numbered from centromere outwards. For example, the cytogenetic map location of the DYX1C1 gene is 15q21.3, which indicates it is on chromosome 15, q arm, band 2, sub-band 1, and sub-sub-band 3.
Copy number variant A structural alteration of a chromosome in which there is an abnormal number of copies of a particular section of DNA, as a consequence of regions of the genome being deleted or duplicated. Cytoskeleton The cellular scaffolding of a cell. It has an essential and dynamic role in many cellular processes, such as cellular division, migration, and intracellular transport.
Deletion Loss of genetic material. The size of the missing region may range from just a single nucleotide of DNA, all the way to a large part of a chromosome.
Dominant inheritance
In studies of genetic disorders, when one abnormal copy of a gene from a single parent gives rise to the disorder, even though the copy inherited from the other parent is normal.
Endophenotype A measurable intermediate trait that is assumed to provide a closer link to the biological substrate of a disorder. Expression Process in which genetic information contained in DNA is used to synthesize a functional gene product, such as a protein. For example, if a protein-coding gene has high expression in a particular tissue, it means that large amounts of the encoded protein are being produced in that tissue. Genotype The genetic constitution of an individual. Can refer to the entire complement of genetic material, a specific gene, or a set of genes. Haplotype A specific combination of several adjacent polymorphisms on a chromosome that are inherited together. Heritability The proportion of variability in a particular characteristic that can be attributed to genetic influences. It is a statistical description that applies to a specific population and so it can change if the environment is altered. Linkage mapping The use of polymorphic genetic markers (such as short tandem repeats) to identify the approximate genomic location of a gene responsible for a given trait. This technique relies on tracking the inheritance of the genetic markers in families and testing whether they co-segregate with the trait of interest, in a manner that is unlikely to have occurred by chance. Linkage disequilibrium A property of physically close regions of the genome, which tend to be inherited together, resulting in the non-random association of specific allelic variants at the neighbouring loci. Orthologue Corresponding versions of the same gene found in different species, having arisen from a single gene present in the last common ancestor of those species. Orthologues in different species may be denoted with distinct symbols, and human genes are typically referred to with uppercase letters. For example, the first reported dyslexia candidate gene has the symbol DYX1C1 in humans, but Dyx1c1 in rodents. Penetrance The proportion of individuals with a particular gene variant who also express an associated trait (phenotype). Complete penetrance means that every individual with the same specific genotype manifests the phenotype.
Phenotype The appearance of an individual in terms of a particular characteristic; physical, biochemical, physiological, etc., resulting from interactions between genotype, environment, and random factors. Pleiotropy When a single gene has effects on multiple unrelated phenotypes. Polymorphism A position in the genome that contains variation in the population and therefore has more than one possible allele. At present, the most commonly studied of these are single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) involving a single nucleotide at a specific point in the genome. When an SNP is discovered in the human population, it is given a unique identifier, a number beginning with 'rs' so that it can be consistently described in different studies. For example, rs4504469 is an SNP within the KIAA0319 gene with two known alleles, either a C (the most common allele) or a T. Promoter A region at the start of each gene that is responsible for its regulation, allowing it to be switched on/off in different cell types and developmental stages (i. e. determining when and where the gene is expressed). This process depends on transcription factors that bind to these regions. Recessive inheritance In studies of genetic disorders, when the disorder is only manifested if both copies of a gene are abnormal (one copy inherited from each parent).
Reporter gene assay A test of gene function that can be carried out in cells grown in the laboratory, used to assess the role of specific variants in the regulatory regions of genes (such as promoters). The region of interest is placed next to a reporter gene and inserted into the cells being studied. The amount of gene product from the reporter gene can be measured. Short tandem repeat Repeating sequences of 2-6 nucleotides, one after another in the genome. In many cases, the number of repeats is variable in different members of a population and hence can be used as a polymorphic marker. Splicing When genetic information at the DNA level is converted into a gene product, such as protein, it occurs via an intermediate molecule, known as messenger RNA. This intermediate molecule undergoes an editing process in which certain sections are removed and remaining pieces joined together, a cellular process that is referred to as splicing. Stop codon A small section within a gene that signals the endpoint (termination) of the protein that it encodes. If a mutation results in an early stop codon, midway within a gene, then the encoded protein is truncated and may not function properly. Translocation Genetic rearrangement in which part of a chromosome breaks and becomes attached to another part of the same chromosome or to a different chromosome. Transcription factor A DNA-binding protein that regulates gene expression.
